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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Alan Bauer
Hello everyone, I hope everyone is having a great summer. It has been hotter than a proverbial
oven here in New England and steamy to go along with it. But winter will come soon enough. It
is time to talk about our next Annual Meeting at AriPex in Arizona in February 2019. It’s a funny
thing about these Annual Meetings, they seem to happen every year. From initial inquiries, it
sounds like we have a pretty large attendance at this meeting. I believe that we’ll have at least 5
and possibly 7 Officers in attendance. Also, I’ve been chatting with several members around here
and hyping Arizona in February. It sounds like quite a few will attend to escape the New England
winter and possibly one escaping the Wisconsin winter.
Here’s a little bit about what we’ll be doing there. First, let me thank Randy Frank for
enthusiastically volunteering to be our local coordinator for the show. If you have questions about
the show, please send them to me or to Randy. His email is rfank@sossi.org. The dates of the
show are Feb 15-17, 2019 at the Mesa Convention Center. The official show website is http://www.aripex.org/. We will have our Annual General Meeting on Saturday at a time to be
determined. We are planning to have a traditional dinner at the Hungarian Reform Church in
Phoenix. Randy is working on those arrangements and I’m helping him with translations and the
menu. It should be a delicious menu and dinner. The Czech Philatelic Society is also having their
annual meeting at AriPex and we are exploring opportunities to have some joint events with them.
The AriPex show hotel is the Phoenix Marriot Mesa Hotel. Show rates are available. You can
ignore the message that “the AriPex room block for 2018 is completely sold out”. That’s an old
message. I am looking forward to seeing a lot of you there.
One other topic that I would like to bring up is our SHP Auction. There was a lot of discussion
about it at our last Annual meeting and through emails following the meeting. We have made
some significant enhancements over the last year and increased revenues. However, there are
other improvements we can still make. It will definitely be a topic on the agenda at our AriPex
meeting. So, I would love to get your inputs by email prior to the meeting so that I can bring them
up there. Even better, if you can attend you can bring them up yourself. I’d really like to hear
what we are doing well, what you would like to see done better and new ideas to improve sales.
That’s enough for now, so as always, …………………………………………….Happy stamping!

WELCOME
A warm welcome to our newest members, Jay Shoemaker of Ventura, California and Sean Ashby
of San Gabriel, California. Sean is stepping into the philatelic shoes of his late father and SHP
member, Wesley Ashby, continuing his collection and taking over his membership in the SHP.
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THE WEBMASTER’S REPORT
by Wally Green
Introduction
Wow! A major milestone has been met (almost). The entire set of the back issues of The News
has been scanned and is available on the website (except for 3 issues). This is nearly 50 years of
Society history. Many of the older articles make for fascinating reading. There is also a
downloadable, searchable index of all issues available. Please take a look at this resource and feel
free to make any suggestions as to format and/or content.
Speaking of the 3 missing issues, they are Volume 29, numbers 3 & 4 and Volume 30 number 1.
If any of you have copies of these issues that I could borrow to scan, please let me know!
So far, no member has taken advantage of the ability to advertise stamps of their own on our
website. I hope that some of you will as we can’t really tell how well this capability works until
we try to use it. Also, if you have a website of your own that you would like to have advertised
on our website, send me the URL, as well as a brief description, and I’ll place a link on the site.
Website Usage
Our statistics show we had a 23% increase in number of users in the last 90 days from the previous
90-day period. However, the average session duration has dropped by 25% so the total usage is
about the same. Approximately 75% of our users over the last 90 days were from the USA, Canada
and France. The rest of the world makes up the other 25%.
Thank you for your support.

THE RUMINATIONS OF YOUR EDITOR
by Robert Lauer
July 29th marks the 140th anniversary of the Austro-Hungarian occupation of the then Turkish
provinces of Bosnia and Herzegovina. And what, you may ask, does this have to do with
Hungarian philately? More than you might think. From the start of the occupation to the issue of
the first postage stamps for Bosnia & Herzegovina on July 1, 1879, Hungarian stamps, postal
stationery and postal regulations were used in Bosnia, with Austrian stamps, postal stationery and
regulations used in Herzegovina. From July 1, 1879, Bosnia & Herzegovina had its own postal
system run by the Austro-Hungarian military, which was an Imperial institution that reported to
the Council of Ministers on which both halves of the empire were represented. And, judging from
the number of Hungarian/Croatian receiving strikes on the hoard of Bosnian & Herzegovinian
money order card cuttings and postal stationery cards that I have accumulated, there were a large
number of Hungarians and Croats who served in the occupation forces. I have marked the occasion
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by including in this issue of The News the first part of the section on Bosnia & Herzegovina from
the 2000 edition of Dr. Ulrich Ferchenbauer’s Österreich 1850-1918 Handbuch und
Spezialkatalog translated by George Brunn. This article, which is a good introduction to the topic,
was first published in the January – March 2005 edition of the Journal of the Austria Philatelic
Society (US) and is republished herein with the kind permission of Ralph Schneider, the Editor of
that journal. For those interested in a more detailed look at the use of Hungarian stamps and postal
stationery in Bosnia before July 1879 have a look at an article by Karl Endrödi, “The Occupation
of Bosnia up to the Issue of Military Post Stamps on 1.7.1879” in the March 2009 issue of Stamps
of Hungary, the journal of Hungarian Philatelic Society of Great Britain.
When I met Tom Philips at the 2016 World Stamp Show in New York, he had brought along some
of his truly impressive collection of envelope issue material to share with his fellow SHP members.
Among the treasures that Tom had brought along with him was the cover illustrated below.
Franked with a single perf 13 example of the 5kr envelope stamp from the 1874-76 series, this rare
early cover was mailed from Travnik in Bosnia (where Feldpost Expositur No. 7 was located) to
Potsdam in Germany on November 3, 1878. The back cover of this issue of The News has two
examples of Hungarian postal stationery used in Bosnia from the collection of a buddy of Paul de
Leeuw van Weenen; Paul has yet to let me down on any request for unusual material.

I was particularly interested in this cover as I had started collecting Bosnia & Herzegovina, along
with the Austro-Hungarian Feldpost stamps, at the same time as I started to collect Hungary (I was
on the slippery slope provided by Hungarian philately right from the start) and it remains one of
my favorite collecting interests. The stamps of Bosnia & Herzegovina are beautifully designed
and printed, and have an inordinate number of perforation varieties. The early issues and the 191416 war charity surcharges have a number of different types and the postal history is really quite
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interesting. In recognition of the connection with Hungarian philately, a few years ago, Philatelia
Hungarica started to include a basic section on Bosnia & Herzegovina in its Magyar posta-és
illetékbélyeg katalógus. The Bosnia & Herzegovina section of the Stanley Gibbons “Austria &
Hungary” catalogue provides a really good listing of perforation varieties and stamp types, though
the Bosnien und Herzegowina section in the Michel Österreich-Spezial catalogue has the best
listing for the early issues. If you’re interested in the postal history, get yourself a copy of Berislav
Sekelj’s Handbook and Catalogue “Postal History Bosnia & Herzegovina 1878-1918”; he always
has one for sale on his German eBay page. The book includes a comprehensive listing of all of
the postmarks of the territory and is beautifully illustrated throughout with period picture
postcards. It also contains sections on the territory’s revenue stamps and postal stationery, as well
as the various types and plate flaws of the 1914 war charity surcharges. It really is an awesome
book!
To get back to Tom Phillips, this year Tom marks 40 years as a member of the SHP and, fittingly,
this issue of The News contains a piece from him describing his ‘philatelic journey’. Given that
July 1st marks the centenary of the issue of the first Hungarian airmail stamps, this issue also
contains a brief history of the airports of Budapest by my predecessor, the Sage of Indianapolis,
Csaba Kohalmi. Rounding out this issue of The News are a piece from Paul Richter on how he
started collecting stamps and Alan Soble’s orthographic musings on Csaba’s article in the last issue
of The News, the “Indication of the Month in Hungarian Postal Cancellers”. Thank you all for
your wonderful contributions.


A Hungarian money order form franked with two 10kr envelope stamps cancelled at Livno in Bosnia on
June 2, 1879 (from the collection of Gerrit Matthijssen, courtesy of Paul de Leeuw van Weenen).
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MY PHILATELIC JOURNEY
by Thomas Phillips
This year is my fortieth (40th) anniversary of being a member of the Society for Hungarian
Philately. As such, I would like to share some of my experiences related to my Hungarian heritage
and of collecting Hungarian stamps.
Growing up, I lived in a house in Bridgeport, Connecticut, which was situated in a Hungarian
community. My grandparents owned the house, which they had bought in 1916. I have both my
grandfather’s passport and his military pass stamped in 1908 in Hungary, both with the requisite
revenue stamps.

They came to Bridgeport to work in the numerous
factories that were in and around the city. These
included General Electric, Remington Arms and the
Locomobile Company of America. The city was also
famous for the toy trains of the Ives Manufacturing
Company, the Ringling Brothers, Barnum and Bailey
circus and the Frisbie Pie Company, where the Frisbie
was invented. When Bridgeport was at its peak, it had
40,000 Hungarians living and working in the city.
You did not have to go very far in Bridgeport to
appreciate Hungarian culture, it was all around you. I
would frequently go to Zeisler’s Hungarian bakery
and the Hungarian meat markets to shop. Bridgeport
eventually expanded to Fairfield, Connecticut, where
many Hungarians also lived and worked. In my
youth, I was what they used to call a paper boy. I had
a paper route to deliver the newspaper to 100+
customers, and most of them were Hungarian.
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Bridgeport had a large number of religious
establishments from many faiths. There was St.
Stephen Catholic Church, St. Emery Catholic
Church, Holy Trinity Byzantine Greek Catholic
Church, the Calvin Church, the First United Church
of Christ, Jewish Synagogues, Lutheran churches,
Baptist churches and many other all Hungarian
churches. I went to St. Emery Catholic church,
where I was in the choir and was also the organist
there for twenty years. That is where I learned how
to speak, read and understand Hungarian.
One of my aunts bought me a stamp book and my
interest in philately started with collecting
Hungarian stamps. At St. Emery’s, I met Daniel
Szabados and he also talked to me about collecting
stamps. He mentioned me that he was going to a
stamp club and that I should come along with him.
That’s when I found out about the Society for
Hungarian Philately. At the time, the meetings
St. Emery Catholic Church, Bridgeport
were held in Our Saviors Lutheran Church in
Connecticut
Fairfield. I went to a few meetings and was
intrigued with all the discussions and asked if I could join. I was accepted on the spot! One of the
people there asked me if I could help out with the onsite auctions; his name was Vic Berecz. I had
a chance to ask many of the members about their specialties and what they collected. I met many
of the members and became friends with Otto Schäffling, Dr. Stephan Frater, Herb Klein, Paul
O’Hegyi, Chris Brainard, Paul Szilagyi, Frank Mezei, Steve Arato and many others.
Originally, when you were putting together an exhibit, it was necessary to type your pages. When
computers came about, I was able to print my exhibits using a computer. I helped redesign many
collector’s exhibits. I corresponded with a very famous collector, Ferenc Orban from Denmark.
He sent me many periodicals and a lot of literature to help me with the development of my
collection. When he was selling his collection, I bought it and still have many covers and stamps
from it. Some are expertized and signed by him. I would go to Otto Schäffling’s house and he
was a great mentor to me on how to put together a collection and exhibit. I won my first exhibit
award at Cheshire, Conn with a gold medal. From that point on, I have exhibited in Rhode Island,
Massachusetts, New York, Washington D.C., Seattle, San Francisco, Baltimore and at shows in
many other places.
When my wife and I went to our first stamp auction in Budapest, Hungary, everyone gathered
around me and wanted to talk. They all knew me and wanted to show their appreciation for my
help and assistance over the years. I made a lot of friends in Hungary. For many years, I went to
Hungary on vacations and I would always go to stamp stores to try to find new covers and stamps
for my collection.
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My collection is specialized in the period from 1863 to 1899. One exhibit that I have been trying
to put together is of the use of 10 krajczar stamps used from 1863 through 1899. Below is a cover
from this collection of mine with a 10kr stamp from the 1867 issue used to send a letter from Pest
to Bern, Switzerland on 15 April 1869 before the establishment of The U.P.U. on 7 January 1875.

I have exhibited my collection of the 1874–1899 Envelope stamps many times and won numerous
awards. I have also helped many of the members of our society with the colored numeral Envelope
stamps from the 1874 – 1881 issues. Steve Arato has put together a book on the colored numeral
Envelope stamps from 1874 through 1881. The book was published in Hungary and I bought a
copy on one of my trips to Hungary. It is a great book which allows one to genuinely identify the
various plate positions of these stamps. Many of the illustrations used in the book are of items
from my collection.
I am currently trying to put together information on the re-engraving or re-touching on these
stamps so that other collectors can identify these varieties. I have several stamps in my collection
that are great examples of the umbrellas, rough re-touches and fine re-engravings found on these
stamps. I have an umbrella on an unwatermarked re-engraved 2 krajczar from 1874 and 2 krajczar
printed in 1881 with a full umbrella. These are very rare and I have been offered a lot of money
for them, but always turned them down. Years ago, I bought a lot of covers that I thought was
merely a couple of normal 20 krajczar stamps issued in 1881 on envelopes. To my surprise the 20
krajczar stamps on both covers had umbrellas on unwatermarked paper. What are the chances that
any more of these covers exist?
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I have acquired a number of colored numerals printed in 1881 on watermarked paper, though
perforated using the old gauges used on the earlier printings of this series on unwatermarked paper.
These are stamps that are perforated 13x13, 11.5x13 and other combinations instead of being
perforated 11.5x11.5 or 12x11.5. Stamps on watermarked paper with 13x13 and other
combinations are extremely hard to find.
Through the years, I have learned to identify the differences between all of the issues from 1874
through 1899 and would like to help other collectors identify these stamps. I look on the internet
and see that there are so many mistakes in identifying these stamps, even colored numeral stamps
listed as black numeral stamps. While many of these stamps are not worth 10 cents, some of the
black numeral stamps are, however, very expensive. Trying to find a black numeral stamp printed
in 1898 or 1899 with a perforation of 11.5 is extremely difficult.

HOW I STARTED COLLECTING STAMPS
by Paul Richter, MD
We all have our stories about what drove us initially to start collecting stamps, or for that matter
anything. I thought I would write down my story, which is amusing, to challenge readers to share
their experiences with the rest of us.
It was soon after the end of WWII, in Budapest. We boys had been roaming the streets, playing
football, handling exploded and unexploded ammunition, much to our caretaker's disgust and
fright, and then, lo and behold, schools started up. I was proud to be accepted to the 'Minta Iskola'
for the 1st year of Gimnazium. At some point in time, one of our teachers got us boys together
and said “You need to have a hobby. Why don't you guys choose stamp collecting or raising silk
worms?” Well, I decided I would give both a try.
So, I received several silk worms which I carefully guarded at home, and as instructed, dutifully
fed Mulberry leaves. I collected these leaves from Mulberry trees which grew on several plazas
not far from where we lived. So, you could often find me climbing these trees to gather the leaves
which the silk worms prefer as a source of food and water. I was fascinated and ultimately happy
when my silkworms formed beautiful white/light rose colored cocoons. Eventually the butterflies
left the cocoons and flew away, never to be seen again.
Not so the stamps. They are still with me. So, here I am at age 82, remembering a specific very
special day. I do not know why this particular one, but there I was with other kids, stamp collectors,
waiting on the steps of a post office, for the release of the beautiful 1947 'Repulo' series, on March
the 5th. Obviously having no funds of my own, I must have depended on the largesse of my father,
but I still have, and treasure, my mint never hinged 'Repulo' series. I left Hungary 5 months later.
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BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA
from
Dr Ulrich Ferchenbauer, Österreich 1850-1918, Handbuch und Spezialkatalog, Wien 2000,
pp. 1293-1300, translated by George Brunn
Although Bosnia and Herzegovina had been provinces of the Ottoman empire since 1463, Turkish
post offices were established there only in 1849, namely in Brood, Mostar and Sarajevo. The first
Turkish stamps followed on January 11, 1863; at the same time, 9 more post offices were opened.
By the mid-19th century Austria had already set up post offices in the capitals of both provinces,
Sarajevo (Bosnia) and Mostar (Herzegovina); they did not use stamps though.
In addition, a private
(semi-official) courier mail
service delivered letters to
the nearest Austrian border
post office. Such mail,
franked with Austrian
stamps, was accepted by
the Austrian postal system
for
forwarding
and
therefore the stamps were
cancelled. The Austrian
post office nearest to
Sarajevo was in Brood, the
one closest to Mostar in
Metkovich in Dalmatia, but
such “Bosnia precursors”
are also known with
cancels from other border
post offices (Kostainitza,
Winkovze, etc.). The town
from which a letter was
originally mailed can be
determined only from its
contents or a stamped firm
name.
These Bosnia precursors
were often disinfected
(fumigated)
to
guard
against cholera. They
received either the disinfection cancellation shown above, NETTO DI DENTO E DI FUORA
CONT. AMT BROOD,” or a handwritten notice of disinfection (see the illustration at the top of
the next page).
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A cover with a handwritten disinfection notice.

A three-color franking on a letter from BANJALUKA to TRIEST with a lovely firm stamp. Very rare!

On July 13, 1878, the Congress of Berlin empowered Austria-Hungary to occupy and administer
both of these Turkish provinces, although they formally remained part of Turkey until their
annexation in 1908. Occupation forces were assembled toward the end of July 1878 and crossed
the border on July 29th. Hungarian troops occupied Bosnia from the North, while Austrian troops
marched into Herzegovina from Dalmatia. The occupation led to resistance by some Muslim
inhabitants loyal to the Turkish sultan; fighting continued even after the seizure of Sarajevo on
August 19th. The last point of resistance, the Klobuk fortress, capitulated on September 28, 1878.
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The few Turkish post offices that existed were closed before arrival of the occupation forces, but
the Austro-Hungarian army had a well-organized field post system. Although its primary mission
was the handling of official military mail and soldiers’ correspondence, the field post also carried
some business letters, probably as a favor.

A map of the railways, roads and post offices of Bosnia and Herzegovina under Austro-Hungarian
occupation.

An order on July 20, 1878 governed the establishment of the field post and required field post
administrative offices for each army corps; post offices for each division, as well as field post
collection facilities in Austria-Hungary proper. In addition, the following offices were set up
during the military campaign: 1 main field post office with the 2nd army in Slavic Brood; 1 field
post office in Sarajevo; as well as unit post offices. Unit post offices were differentiated by
numbers; Roman numbers for those in Bosnia and Arabic ones for the ones in Herzegovina.
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At the start of the military campaign field post cards and envelopes were privately produced (see
the illustration below). A few field post offices sold them at a price of 6 kreuzer for 10. It is not
known how these revenues were accounted for. At that time, there was no official postal stationery
for field post use.

Letter dated December 3, 1873 from WIEN to ZAVALJE near BIHAC: 5 kr. for the Austrian segment,
Turkish stamps for the Bosnian (then still Turkish) segment.

The civilian population was permitted to use the military mail system for money orders starting
December 1, 1878, and for letters beginning January 9, 1879, but only letters from individuals and
businesses that had applied for and received special permission. The issue of the first Bosnian
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stamps followed on July 1, 1879, and from that date on the civilian population could use the field
post without restriction.
Before the area got its own stamps, the 5 and 10 kreuzer values of Hungary’s 1874 set were used
in Bosnia (on very rare occasions also the 2 and 3 kreuzer values) and the 5 and 10 kreuzer stamps
of Austria’s 1867 set (other denominations very rare!) in Herzegovina.

Extremely rare mixed franking on letter from BIHAC via ZAVALJE to WIEN, 1878.

A very rare two-color franking on a letter from SARAJEVO to SLAV. BROOD
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An early cover from SARAJEVO to BROOD (Oct. 3, 1878).

An extremely rare cover from MOSTAR to PARIS, 2nd weight step.

Military mail enjoyed free franking; only civilian mail or military mail abroad (outside AustriaHungary) was subject to the payment of postage.
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Free franked field post letter from WATRA MOLDAWITZA (Bukowina) via SUZAWA and WIEN to
Bosnia (SARAJEVO), Aug. 17, 1879.

The field post (administrative, branch and unit offices) was transformed into permanent military
post offices by the War Ministry by order of November 5, 1879, effective November 16, 1879.
The Sarajevo field post office was given No. XXXII, the Mostar office No. 13.
The free franking privilege for military personnel in Bosnia and Herzegovina ended, except in the
Novipazar district, where it remained in effect even after Austria occupied the western part of the
district in September 1879 pursuant to the Berlin Treaty.
The three field post offices in Novipazar (No. 1A in Prjepolje, No. 1 in Pievlje, as well as No. 4,
later No. lb in Priboj) remained field post offices even after the conversion of field post offices
into military post offices in Bosnia-Herzegovina.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE AIRPORTS OF BUDAPEST
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
Rákosmező, Mátyásföld, Budaörs, Ferihegy are all names associated with the airports of Budapest
starting back in 1909 to today. Yet, you almost have to be a resident of the city to know where
each was or is located. Other than Ferihegy, none were marked on the communist-era maps of the
city, as if their locations were a state secret. Vic Berecz discussed the history of Hungarian airmail
in his book The Pioneer Period of Hungarian Airmail published in 1996 and referred to the
various airports. I would like to fill in some missing history with the help of Wikipedia references.
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1
*
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3
4

Map of Budapest with the location of the four airports: (1) Rákosmező, (2) Mátyásföld,
(3) Budaörs, (4) Ferihegy, (
) Kerepesi Street, * approx. location of Budapest 4 post office

Commemorative plaque for the first Hungarian
airport

Rákosmező (literal translation: Rákos-field)
was the birthplace of Hungarian aviation.1 A
commemorative plaque located on Chieftain
Örs Square marks the spot where Hungarian
aviation pioneers took to the air starting in
the summer of 1909. Originally, the 10km2
field was used for cavalry maneuvers. It was
located along Kerepesi Street. By 1912, a
total of 17 wooden hangars were constructed
there to house the aircraft. The first aviation
event open to the public was held in 1910.
The airport was also the launching site of the
brief domestic airmail service organized in
1920. The service to Szombathely (with
parachute drops of mail along the route to
larger towns such as Győr, Pápa, Kőszeg,
Veszprém, etc.) started with an air show on 7
November 1920.
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‘Airmail Inauguration Aviation Day at Rákos’ commemorative cancellation used for the first flight

The intention to conduct regular airmail service inside of Hungary by the MAEFORT aviation
company was thwarted by the Czechoslovak government in early 1921. The aviation effort was
deemed a violation of the Trianon Treaty and the Allies ordered all of the airplanes destroyed. The
Berecz book gives a detailed story of this service on pages 4-1 through 4-9. It does not, however,
provide information as to whether the postal service continued to be flown from Rákosmező after
the first flight on November 7th or whether it was switched to the newer airport at Mátyásföld.
Most likely, it was continued from the Mátyásföld airport; but the resolution of this open question
is for the aviation history sleuths to decipher.
The country’s first permanent airport was constructed in 1916 on the southern periphery of
Mátyásföld.2 It was needed because the Magyar Általános Gépgyár (Hungarian General Machine
Factory) established a production facility there to make airplanes under the patronage of the
German Fokker company for the war
effort. The grassy field was also used
during the brief regular airmail
service of July 1918. (See pages 343 thought 3-57 in the Berecz book.)
[Letters posted at the inner-city
Budapest 4 post office were
transported by automobile along
Kerepesi Street to the airport.] In
1920, the Trianon Treaty stipulated
the destruction of the factory’s
equipment.
Bird’s eye view of the Mátyásföld airport
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After the war, the airfield remained serviceable and by 1922, the Franco-Roumain (later known as
CIDNA, a French-Romanian consortium) company and the Deutsche Lufthansa operated
international air service from there. On 16 July 1931, the Justice from Hungary Lockheed Sirius
aircraft flown by György Endrész was welcomed at the airport. Endrész and navigator Gyula
Bittay took off from there in the same aircraft on their ill-fated flight to Rome on 21 May 1932.
When the Budaörs airport opened in 1937, Mátyásföld lost its importance to traffic, yet remained
in working condition. After World War II, planes belonging to the Allied Control Commission
used the airfield. The last significant historical event took place there on 22 November 1956 when
a Soviet military aircraft flew the kidnapped legitimate Hungarian Prime Minister Imre Nagy, his
family and associates to temporary exile in Snagov, Romania. (Nagy was returned to Hungary in
early 1958, convicted in a show trial and executed in June 1958.) Today, there is a stop named
Mátyásföld Repülőtér on the HÉV, the local commuter railway line. The old airport is practical
only for flying model airplanes.
Canceller data from Vol VI of the Magyar bélyegek
monográfiája indicates that a post office was opened in
1929 at the Mátyásföld airport. Up to that point, airmail
letters were processed at the regular post offices of
Budapest, most often at the busiest ones, numbers 4, 62
or 72. While this continued to be the regular practice
even after the establishment of the airport post office,
incoming and outgoing mail handled at the airport often received the Mátyásföld Repülőtér transit
cancellation (illustrated at left). The Budaörs airport did not have an operating post office on its
premises. A post office started to operate at Ferihegy in 1957; however, the cancellation
(illustrated at right) is seldom seen on mailings.
By the beginning of the 1930s, Mátyásföld proved to be inadequate for the growing civilian air
traffic. The Budapest municipal authorities wanted to establish an airport closer to the city center.
The ensuing depression delayed the decision to make funding available until 1935. The result was
to build the new airport in the environs of Budaörs.3 The elegant, modern terminal was constructed
at a cost of 4 million pengős, financed mostly through municipal bonds.

Contemporary aerial view of the Budaörs airport terminal
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The airport was opened by Regent Miklós Horthy’s son, István, on 20 June 1937. By 1939, there
were 30 daily flights from the airport. The table below shows some of the international
connections from Budaörs.
Company

Route

Air France

Belgrade — Bucharest

Air France

Vienna — Prague — Strasbourg — Paris

Ala Littoria

Vienna — Venice — Rome

Czech Airlines

Bratislava

Deutsche Luft Hansa Belgrade — Athens — Rhodes — Damascus — Baghdad — Tehran
Deutsche Luft Hansa Belgrade — Sofia — Salonica — Athens
Deutsche Luft Hansa Berlin
Deutsche Luft Hansa Bucharest
Deutsche Luft Hansa Vienna — Berlin
KLM

Athens — Batavia

KLM

Leipzig — Amsterdam

KLM

Vienna — Prague — Rotterdam — London

MALERT

Arad — Bucharest

MALERT

Prague

MALERT

Vienna — Salzburg — Munich — Zurich

MALERT

Warsaw

Left & right: Airmail stamps from 1950/1957 (Scott nos. C79/C172) depicting a Lisunov Li-2
aircraft with the façade of the Budaörs terminal building in the background;
Middle: Junkers Ju-52/3m passenger aircraft at the Budaörs terminal building in the late 1930s
It soon became obvious that the Budaörs airport needed to be replaced by a newer, larger one.
Budaörs was limited from expansion by the surrounding hills. The choice fell to Ferihegy that
was also in the running back in the early 1930s. I assume that it lost out at that time because it
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was actually farther away from the inner city than the Mátyásföld airport that it was supposed to
replace. The Budapest Ferihegy International Airport3,4 with longer, hardened runways was ready
by 1943, but was severely damaged by bombing during the final year of the war. Repairs were
delayed and were finally completed in 1950. A Lisunov Li-2 aircraft flew from Budaörs to
Ferihegy on 7 May 1950 to mark the official opening. (The aircraft was a license-built Douglas
DC-3 aircraft manufactured in the Soviet Union.) [Ferihegy is an abbreviation for Ferihegypuszta.
The literal translation of ‘Ferihegy’ is ‘Frankie’s Mountain,’ a strange name for an airport built on
flat land.]

50th anniversary of the
Ferihegy airport issue
from 2000

In 1950, the MALÉRT Hungarian Airline was replaced by
MASZOVLET, a Soviet (51%) and Hungarian (49%) consortium.
Eventually, it was supplanted by MALÉV Hungarian Airlines in
1954. MALÉV’s first flight to Vienna was in the summer of 1956.
The first Western airline to use Ferihegy was KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines also in 1956. The original airport and terminal are called
Ferihegy 1. The 1985 expansion with new runways and terminal
became known as Ferihegy 2. In 2011, the airport was renamed in
honor of Hungarian composer, Ferenc Liszt. Scott no. 3591 was
issued in 2000 for the 50th anniversary of the airport. As with the
1950 issue, the stamp depicted an Li-2 aircraft, this time in front of
the original Ferihegy terminal.

Left: MALÉV first flight, Budapest-Wien
on 5 June 1956.
Right: KLM first flight, Amsterdam-Budapest
on 21 June 1956.

In the Rákosi-era during the early 1950s, the air traffic at Ferihegy reflected the fact that Hungary
was hermetically sealed off from the West. The traffic there was probably limited to the state
airlines, such as the Soviet Aeroflot or the Polish LOT, of the socialist (i.e., Communist) countries.
Opening to the West occurred only after the Austrian peace treaty was signed in 1955 as evidenced
by the two covers shown above. So how was airmail postal traffic handled? Good question.
Perhaps it was handled in a similar fashion as the hyperinflation airmail that started in May 1946.
Letters were flown to Prague, a ‘socialist’ country that provided a slightly more open window to
the west.
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NOTES ON HUNGARIAN POSTAL ORTHOGRAPHY

by Alan Soble
Csaba L. Kohalmi’s “Indication of the Month in Hungarian Postal Cancellers,” which appeared in
the preceding issue of The News,1 is an important contribution to our knowledge of the ways
Hungarian postal cancellers recorded and provided information. Readers of the essay may have
inferred that I have also been studying these topics.2 Here, I share some reflections provoked by
this article.
I. OCT–OKT
On page 21, we find a claim about postal abbreviations for the name of the 10 th month: “The use
of ‘OCT’ didn’t go away altogether until the early 1900s.” One point is that the use of “OCT” in
cancellers persisted after the introduction of “OKT” in the 19th Century. Further, the use of the
“OCT” abbreviation “go[es] away,” finally and for good (“altogether”), in the early 20th Century.
The central terms here – the use of “OCT” and go away (vs. persisted) – are ambiguous, and “early
1900s” is also vague. “Used” may mean that a canceller designed/created with “OCT” was put
into service, or it may mean that a canceller with “OCT” was employed to strike a stamp on a
cover or indicium. So “go away” may mean that cancellers with “OCT” are no longer made (even
if those already made are still employed in post offices), or that cancellers with “OCT,” no matter
their condition, are postally dead, “altogether” no longer employed. To affix the meaning of the
claim, we must choose between (1) the last cancellers with “OCT” were put into service in the
early 1900s and (2) the final strikes of “OCT” cancellers were struck in the early 1900s. Sense (2)
seems, to me, to be the claim’s intended meaning, as well as its ordinary meaning.
In this regard, the two illustrations of “OCT” cancellations provided on page 23 of the article are
not very helpful, no matter whether we prefer (1) or (2).
One is a “Budapest Főposta” F-type cancel dated “[18]94 OCT.” This use is neither unusual nor
revealing of the temporal longevity of “OCT.” It is paired, in the illustration, with an “OKT”
struck four years later, in 1898. The illustration shows merely the temporal overlap of the two
abbreviations. It has no relevance for how long “OCT” persisted, for whether it was used or not
used into but not after the “early 1900s.”
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The second “OCT,” also F-type, was struck in 1900 by a Morović canceller which was put into
service nine years earlier, in 1891, and which was passed on, qua survivor, 18 years later and after
the War, to Croatia/S.H.S.3 The biography of this canceller makes its 1900 “OCT” unexceptional.
The pairing of this “OCT” with an “OKT” struck in 1900 (on the same stationery postal card)
demonstrates temporal overlap but not much else.
Of course, the interesting and pertinent examples are “OCT” in cancels beyond the “early 1900s.”
My mind, such as it is, does not consider the 1920s to be within the early 1900s. I’m not even sure
that the post-War year 1919 is “early” (Figure 1). I admit that the judgment is contentious. More
readers will agree that any cancellation dated 1930–1999 is not an “early 1900s” cancel.

Figure 1. Is this cancel from the “early 1900s”? It was struck by
a surviving F-type Benesháza canceller, on a Czechoslovakia
Hradčany, Scott 4, dated [1]919 OCT 18. This canceller was put
into service in 1886 (Monográfiája VI, p. 83) and was still
producing “OCT” after the town, in Zólyom vármegye, was lost.

Two “OCT” cancels that count, using my criterion (1930+), as not early 1900s, are shown in
Figure 2 and Figure 3. These 1932 and 1936 cancels demonstrate that the claim about the temporal
longevity of the “OCT” abbreviation in sense (2) is false. That claim, to be plausible, should be
understood as (1) – and confirmed or refuted as such.

Figure 2. Boba (Vas) cancel dated “[1]932 OCT” (no period in the month abbreviation) on a late 1920s
Buda Castle. This F-type canceller was in service 1882–1944 (M-VI, p. 85). Boba, now a village of ca.
800, has a “Postapartner” post office (Google Maps).
Figure 3. Kunágota (Békés) cancel dated “[1]936 OCT” (no period) on a 1932 Bolyai Farkas Portrait.4
This F-type canceller was in service 1890–1939 (M-VI, p. 120).

These two F-type cancellers had been around for decades, employed in their post offices in
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Hungary from their births in the 19th Century. In the 20th Century before the second War, Kunágota
had both this F-type and a J-type (M-VI, p. 262), while Boba had this F-type and a K-type (M-VI,
p. 362). Despite official orthographic reforms, the F-type cancellers of these towns, with their
“OCT” abbreviations, remained alive; they were not replaced with, nor made obsolete by,
orthographically updated “OKT” cancellers. At most, these F-types were supplemented with a
subsequent type which may have featured – we need observations – an “OKT” abbreviation.
Further, the “OCT” abbreviations of these F-type cancellers were not manually modified to
“OKT.” That fact is significant. We know that postal personnel in the post offices of lost
territories, or new political territories, resorted to myriad manner of mutilation and rebuilding,
applied to survivor cancellers, in the process of “nationalizing the post.”5 To attack a canceller
with supple and reliable instruments guided by mechanical ingenuity, in order to effect
orthographic progress, would have been child’s play, yet it was not done in Boba and Kunágota.
II. PUNCTUATION IN MONTH ABBREVIATIONS
One of the achievements of “Indication of the Month in Hungarian Postal Cancellers” is its table
of abbreviations (p. 23), which includes columns for “Grammatically Correct Abbreviation,”
“Standard Postal Abbreviation,” “Archaic … Abbreviation,” and “Alternate . . . Abbreviation.”
An immediate problem with the label “Standard Postal Abbreviation” emerges from section I,
above. The month abbreviation which is “standard” is clearly time-relative, because “OCT” had
been standard, eventually giving way to the standard “OKT.” The table puts the abbreviation
“OCT” in the “Alternate” column, but “OCT” was never an alternate to anything. “OCT” is more
accurately an ex-standard abbreviation. Arguably, “OKT” was the “alternate” to “OCT” before
“OKT” became “standard.” Perhaps some dates should be added to these columns.
A comparison of “Grammatically Correct Abbreviation” and “Standard Postal Abbreviation”
(letters) is revealing: (1) In Hungarian, the grammatically correct month abbreviations are lower
case, while the standard postal abbreviations, according to this table, are all upper-case letters; (2)
the correct abbreviations consist of three/four/five letters, while the postals are all three letters
long; (3) some postals lack accents that are present in the correct abbreviations; and (4), all the
grammatically correct abbreviations contain periods (e.g., “jan.”), while no standard postal
abbreviation, according to the table, contains a period (e.g., “JAN”).
I find (4) puzzling. Some images will explain. To start, re-examine Figure 1 to Figure 3. All the
month abbreviations in these F-type cancels (born 1886, 1882, 1890) lack a period. Another, but
pre-1900, F-type cancel is shown in Figure 4 (b. 1884): no period. Next, examine the two J-type
cancels in Figure 5 and Figure 6; both month abbreviations lack a period (b. 1910, 1911). Now
examine the two K-type cancels in Figure 7 and Figure 8; both month abbreviations end with a
period (b. 1900, 1906). Finally, examine three N-type cancels in Figure 9 through Figure 11; the
month abbreviations have periods (b. 1935, 1937, 1929). The progression F–J–K–N correlates
with the inclusion of periods in the abbreviation.7 The “standard” looks suspiciously J-type.
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Figure 4. Baja (Bács-Bodrog vármegye) F-type cancel dated “[19]95 FEB
14” (no period) on a black-numeral Envelope. The canceller was in service
(I think!) 1884–1895; see M-VI, #25, pp. 65, 80.

Figure 5. Gyüre (Szabolcs) cancel dated “[19]31 FEB 23” (no period) on a Buda Castle. The J-type
canceller was in service 1910–1948 (M-VI, p. 253).
Figure 6. Iváncz (Vas) cancel dated “[1]932 JAN 5” (no period) on a Buda Castle. The J-type canceller
was in service 1911–1936 (M-VI, p. 256).

Figure 7. Kolozsvár (Kolozs vármegye; now Cluj, Romania) “1O” cancel dated “[1]915 MÁJ. 15” on a
1914 Hadisegély. The K-type canceller arose in 1900 and went post-War to Romania (M-VI, p. 350).6
Figure 8. Szombathely (Vas) “1L” cancel dated “[19]23 MÁR. 28” on a Buda Castle. A K-type with a
period, as in Figure 7. The canceller was in service 1906–1936 (M-VI, p. 358).
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Figure 9. Makó (Csongrád) “D” cancel dated “[1]938 OKT. 6” (with period) on a 1938 large Szent
István. The N-type canceller was in service 1935–1942 (M-VI, p. 393).
Figure 10. Nagyoroszi (Nógrád) cancel dated “[1]941 FEB.” (with period) on a 1939 Templom. The Ntype canceller was in service 1937–1953 (M-VI, p. 395).
Figure 11. Medgyesegyháza (Békés) “C” cancel dated “[1]935 NOV. 1” (with period) on a 1932 Bolyai.
The N-type canceller was in service 1929–1946 (M-VI, p. 394).

Given that the month letter-abbreviation of an abundance of cancellers includes (i.e., ends with) a
period, a table according to which “standard” abbreviations lack periods requires modification.
Surely, we should not infer that the huge pile of month abbreviations that end with a period are
non-standard. For this second reason, the notion of the “standard postal abbreviation” needs to be
made time-relative. However, I am beginning to suspect that the idea of a “standard postal
abbreviation” for the months is empty (there is no such thing, without endless qualifications) –
unless I am overlooking authoritative official postal bulletins.
I leave you with a puzzle (Figure 12), about which I write nothing, not even in a caption.

Figure 12.
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Notes
1. The News of Hungarian Philately 49:2 (April–June, 2018), pp. 20–25.
2. Essays in which I have discussed postal orthography include “Caps, Hyphens, Dots, and Slashes:
Hungarian Post Cards and Their Vicissitudes, 1869–1949,” The News of Hungarian Philately 40:4
(October–December, 2009), pp. 6–27; “Vágújhely,” NHP 43:2 (April–June, 2012), pp. 17–26; “Hungarian
Philatelic Orthography, Part I,” NHP 45:1 (January–March, 2014), pp. 9–19; and “Bóly: Postal History and
Orthography,” NHP 45:3 (July–szeptember, 2014), pp. 9–28.
3. Monográfiája VI lists two “Morovič” [sic, the accent] F-type cancellers (p. 128), one removed from
service in 1891 after 21 years, and one born in 1891. I’m assuming the cancel in the illustration was made
by the latter. It doesn’t matter, for in either case, the 1900 cancel illustrated provides no help in unraveling
the longevity of “OCT.” By the way, the “Morović” on this stationery card is now the Serbian-Vojvodinian
“Morović,” but the town was in Szerém vármegye (southern Croatia). As seen on this 1910 Kingdom map,
the town is west of Mitrovica and north of the Száva River:

4. The Hungarian Katalógus, the Magyar Wikipédia, Mervyn Benford, and a slew of others spell the
family name sans accent. The image shows that “Bólyai” is the inscription on the stamp itself. (Another
task: the orthography of stamps instead of cancels.)
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5. For example, see my two recent essays “Removal of Czech Markings from Postal Cancellers in the
Slovak State,” Czechout 36:1, No. 170 (June 2018), pp. 13–24, and “Wounded but Persistent Magyar
Survivors in Lugoj,” Philatelica (2018/2), pp. 11–18.
6. This figure and the next display another way the “Standard Postal Abbreviation” column in the table is
misleading. The second and third letters in the month abbreviations of these two cancels are “small caps,”
which make the appearance of the month abbreviation in the cancel much different from what we see in the
printed table: contrast MÁR and MÁR. The former is what should have been in the table. How about a
qualification. The standard format is upper case except in abbreviations that include an accent, in which
case small caps are also employed. A fine detail, but not to be brushed aside.
7. Look at the periods in the month-abbreviations of the K-type (303–309, 338–339, 362, 364) and N-type
(384–385, 401) cancellers depicted in M-VI.
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Roma Heroes of the 1956 Revolution
On 6 April 2018, Magyar Posta issued a
special miniature sheet of ten 100 HUF
stamps to commemorate the heroes of the
1956 Revolution of Roma extraction. The
stamps feature portraits of ten such heroes
based on the expressive, dramatic
compositions of the Kossuth Prize winning
artist of Roma origin István Szentandrássy:
György Cziffra (1921–1994), pianist and
well-known performing artist, who was
persecuted by different dictatorships and
whose piano playing became a symbol of
resistance. He emigrated in 1956; Sándor Csányi (1929–1959), unskilled labourer and freedom
fighter, who was freed from prison on 4 November 1956 and immediately joined the Thököly
Road armed group to fight the Soviet forces. He was sentenced to death and executed; Gyula
Dandos (1938–1957), student and freedom fighter, who was leader of the Revolutionary Students’
Council in Nyíregyháza in 1956. After the revolution was crushed, he was arrested and after
several attempts to escape, shot by border guards at Szentgotthárd in February 1957; Gábor
Dilinkó “Bijou” (1929–2014), freedom fighter and painter, who took part in the fighting in
Kisfaludy Street, Corvin Passage and Práter Street. He was wounded and then imprisoned for
seven years; István Fátyol (1934–2004), lighting technician/electrician and freedom fighter, who
was one of the leaders of the Terézváros group and then organised the resistance in the hospital in
Péterfy Sándor Street. He was sentenced to six years in prison and had his entire property
confiscated; Erzsébet Hrozova “Spotty” (1938–2013), weaver, nurse and freedom fighter, who
joined the armed group in Víg Street in Budapest together with her husband. She treated the
wounded and, when needed, took up arms. She was arrested, severely mistreated and condemned
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to death, but her sentence was later commuted to life imprisonment. She was released in 1970;
Mátyás Kolompár (1924–1957) who was involved in revolutionary events in Kiskunmajsa and
captured. At first, he received twelve years in prison, but was then condemned to death and
executed in Kecskemét in October 1957. He left six children; József Kóté Sörös (1927–1959),
itinerant tradesman and freedom fighter, who fought the Soviet invasion on 4 November 1956 and
was wounded. He escaped to Austria, but returned to Hungary on the promise of an amnesty. He
was sentenced and executed in February 1959 at the age of thirty-two. He left three children;
Károly Strausz “Gypsy Charlie” (1928–1986), who joined the Soroksár freedom fighters,
organised a separate unit and continued to resist with a handful of men until 11 November. They
were among the last resistance fighters in Budapest to surrender. He received the death sentence,
which was later commuted to life imprisonment. He was released after fifteen years in June 1974;
Ilona Szabó “Shock-head” (1939–1956), freedom fighter, who was just 17 years old and four
months pregnant when she became involved in the events of the revolution with her friends. She
fought alongside her fiancée Gábor Dilinkó in Corvin Passage. She was shot, probably by the
political police, in Práter Street on 28 October 1956 and her body thrown into a dumpster.
The Diet of Torda Was Held 450 Years Ago
On 2 May 2018, Magyar Posta issued a
commemorative stamp in honour of the
450th anniversary of the proclamation of
the Act on Religious Freedom adopted by
the Diet of Torda in 1568. The stamp
features a reproduction of an oil painting
by Aladár Körösfői-Kriesch depicting
Ferenc Dávid’s address to the 1568 Diet
of Torda. Ferenc Dávid, who was born
around 1520 in Kolozsvár (today ClujNapoca, Romania), was a prophet of
freedom of conscience and religious
tolerance, and a founder of the Unitarian
Church.
The Hungarian Unitarian Church dates its establishment as an institution from the proclamation of
the Act on Religious Freedom adopted by the Diet of Torda in 1568. The Transylvanian Diet held
in Torda (today Turda, Romania) between 6 and 13 January 1568 was the first legislative assembly
in Europe to enshrine religious tolerance and self-determination in law. Because of this, the
different branches of the Reformation in Transylvania could evolve freely and peaceably into
independent churches, making it possible for the four established denominations (Catholic,
Reformed, Evangelical-Lutheran and Unitarian) to develop their own sectarian communities.
From this event, the right to exercise religious freedom has developed into one of the fundamental
precepts of modern democracy.
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WANTED: Consignment material for SHP auctions.
Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email:
terrynjim@ptd.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the same. You
can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of new acquisitions
for your fellow members all at the same time.
FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first 11
books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders. Orders and
inquiries should be sent to:

Alan Bauer, P.O. Box 3024, Andover, MA 01810; tel: (617) 645-4045,
e-mail: alan.bauer@hungarianphilately.org

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA 1878-79

A 2 krajczar Hungarian postal stationery card sent from Sarajevo in Bosnia to Vienna cancelled
March 3, 1879 (from the collection of Garrit Matthijssen, courtesy of Paul de Leeuw van
Weenen).

A 5 krajczar Hungarian money order card uprated with a 5 krajczar coloured envelope stamp
sent from Livno in Bosnia (No. XXIX) to Spalato in Dalmatia cancelled April 14, 1879 (from the
collection of Garrit Matthijssen, courtesy of Paul de Leeuw van Weenen).

